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HYGIENIC CONVEYOR BELTS

Hygienic Conveyor Belts
Van Rijn has designed individual conveyors and systems to allow for the highest levels of hygiene to be obtained in
high risk areas. Our open stainless steel frame and folding conveyor construction ensures maximum ease of access for
cleanabilty and maintenance. We combine our conveyor offering with belting suited to the high levels of the conveyor
cleaning and handling performance.

Our customer reference list includes key players in salad, vegetables, poultry, fish, bakery, red meat confectionery.
Fish Filleting line / Check weigh or Metal Detect system.
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Open framed Modular belt Conveyors
Our open frame technology allows us to supply modular belt systems which again can be cleaned to the highest levels of
hygiene for high risk areas.
The applies to straight running and radius applications allowing maximum access for cleaning and maintenance.

Our modular belt systems once again allow us to maximise hygiene standards for tray packing, lidding, tray handling and
high risk transportation.
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SERVICE AND MAINTENANCE
Our well-trained service engineers are available to service and maintain your
machines and can handle problems quickly and effectively. The service department
can be contacted via telephone number +31 (0)71 - 40 20 700 or info@vanrijn.com.

ABOUT US
Van Rijn Processing Machinery, your partner in
well-designed installations and effective solutions!
We stand for reliable, custom-built machines of solid quality, with outstanding service.
Since 1963, Van Rijn Processing Machinery has evolved into a specialist supplier of
complete processing lines as well as separate modules and parts.
Our special advantage is that we personally design, build and install the machines,
using the best materials and latest technologies. Our goal is to provide you with a
thoroughly reliable and cost-efficient production process.
Our hygienic conveyor belts meet many current requirements of HACCP, Machinery
Directive 2006/42 / EC; and food safety European regulation Nr. 1935/2004 (EC) and
the Nr.10-2011 / EC
We look forward to meeting you to further discuss the products and our services.
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